Abstract. Most of the real social networks extracted from various data sources evolve and change their profile over time. For that reason, there is a great need to model evolution of networks in order to enable complex analyses of theirs dynamics. The model presented in the paper focuses on definition of differences between following network snapshots by means of Graph Differential Tuple.
Introduction
Real social network extracted from data about IT user activities [3] have the dynamic nature. They evolve over time, and for that reason, there is a great need to model, analyse and measure the social network evolution.
In this work, a new method of modelling the dynamic evolutionary patterns of the network by measuring similarity between graphs is proposed. The new approach which differ from other ones [1] , [2] , [5] may be applied to any dynamic network but it is also dedicated to the analysis of multilayered networks [3] , [4] , for which we can compare either the following network snapshots within a given layer or we can analyse differences between various layers within the same time window. For that purpose, first, we need to define a difference between two graphs and next, to measure this difference using dedicated measures. The overall question is: how to measure the change, i.e. how to extract simple values from the object called by authors 'Graph Differential Tuple'? As a result, a variety of measures are proposed in the paper to extract simple, meaningful, numerical values describing changes, i.e. characterizing Graph Differential Tuple.
The Difference of Graphs -Graph Differential Tuple

General Concept
Two graphs can differ in many ways. There can be different vertices, different edges and -for edges between the same vertices -different weights. In this concept we Radosław Michalski, Sebastian Palus, Piotr Bródka, Przemysław Kazienko, Krzysztof Juszczyszyn want to define the difference of graphs -basic operations needed to be done in order to transform one graph into the other one.
Two graphs can be defined as: 〈 〉 and 〈 〉, where:
) -weight of the edge between x and y.
Using the above definition, the difference between graphs can be introduced as a set of different vertices, different edges and different weights.
Graph Differential Tuple
In order to present graph difference in a consistent, detailed shape, the Graph Differential Tuple can be defined as follows: 〈 〉 where -set of added vertices -set of removed vertices
-the set of modified weight tuples 〈〈 〉 ( )〉
Case Study
Using Graph Differential Tuple, evolution of a social network can be presented. Having e.g. two time windows of the same social network, this approach would reveal differences and show how is this social network changing in time.
Let G 1 and G 2 be defined as follows: Then the Graph Differential Tuple will look as follows:
The Measures of Distance Between Graphs
Based on the distance vector 2 1 described in previous section, a few distance measures, which presents the distance between two groups in numbers can be introduced.
The Sum
The sum measure is the simplest measure possible. It is represented by weighted sum of all sets from G 1 G 2 vector, i.e.:
( 1) where:
are the coefficients which reflect the importance of each vector element.
The Normalised Sum
The second measure is based on the first measure but it is normalised by the number of the nodes and edges from both graphs. It returns value from range [0;1], where 0 means that two graphs are identical, and 1 that graphs are completely different. It is defined as follows:
The Relative Sum
The relative sum informs how the graphs do differ, but relatively to the first graph:
Based on Edge Modification
The last measure is built on E  , i.e., edges modifications and computed as follows:
where: 
Conclusions and Future Work
In the following paper there were proposed: a concept of Graph Differential Tuple and measures based on that tuple. Those measures are about to be used as a comparison tool for social network graphs. The next step is to compare those measures against themselves and other typical measures for graph comparison in terms of information we may acquire about social network evolution direction, speed and anomalies, and the computational complexity as well.
